
From 1st January 2017 onwards, a new regulation (Swissness) will aid in 
determining “Swiss Made” timepieces. 

This new regulation is in place to weed out brands incorporating lower standards 
in watchmaking. “Swiss Made” watches ought to uphold implicit manufacturing 
standards to honour its prestigious label.

In the midst of obtaining the “Swiss Made” title, many brands are unable to meet 
the highly cut-throat requirements to obtain this illustrious label, alongside the 
most competitive brands locking horns for the same title.

Wulf continuously portrays utmost professionalism and passion in watchmaking, 
meeting the most stringent conditions, which help Wulf brave through all odds 
in obtaining the “Swiss Made” label for its timepieces.

Utilises Swiss movement.

Movement is cased up in Switzerland.

Final inspections are carried out by Swiss manufacturers.

At least 60% of the overall production costs of the watch (exclusive of straps) 
must be Swiss-based.The movement of the watch must comprise of 50% 
Swiss-made components in value. The technical development of “Swiss Made” 
analogue/smartwatches and movements must be carried out in Switzerland.

SWISS DNA AUTHENCITY



Wulf watches are conceptualized and engineered in Zurich, where our dedicated 
Wulfpack creatively put together ideas to draft our initial concept, which is sent to 
our Swiss factory for prototyping. The entire prototyping process generally takes 
about 6 months for any single model.

Serial Number + Certificate
A certificate of Authenticity will be issued when you purchase Wulf watches from 
our authorized distributors.

Each Wulf is accompanied with a unique serial code that can be used upon 
registration via www.wulfcollection.com

SWISS DNA AUTHENCITY



Introducing Wulf’s first-of-its-kind trade-in program, Wulftrade provides a platform 
to trade in your current Wulf timepiece for store credits equivalent to 60% of its 
original retail price.  You may trade in your Wulf timepiece any time after purchase, 
given that it is in a fully functioning condition and supported by a valid warranty. 

Further advancing Wulf’s corporate social responsibility duties, 100% of the 
proceeds from these sales are channelled to subsidise watchmaking courses for 
students who require financial assistance so as to preserve the legacy of Swiss 
watchmaking for generations upon generations.

Send in your Wulf as a parcel to our European HQ in Switzerland, or our 
international servicing hub in Singapore

Your Wulf watch will be tested for its movement and working condition by 
our Wulfpack.

The trade-in value will be determined by the movement/calibre type and 
the current updated value* on our official website.

The value will be disbursed to you via Wulf store credits, as per your 
registered email account, where you will receive an email notification of  

the disbursement. 

Purchase your new Wulf timepiece using your credits.

* Subjected to market fluctuations.
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Every Wulf is decorated with all manner of intricate engraving and finishes, 
embracing detailed skeletal designs to support its automated movement and 
different functions.  Underneath each Wulf features a unique Wulf CNC Rotor, 
crafted by the finest tools that promise utmost precision.

Many entry-level Swiss-made brands offer timepieces equipped with three hands; 
Wulf seeks to offer beyond that. Incorporating additional functions such as day/
night indicators and distinctive Wulf exo-skeletal dials, Wulf watches instinctively 
stand out from the ordinary.

Distinctive and ultraprecise details on each Wulf back case.

Alpha 
WF01 Series

Exo 
WF02 Series

Lycan 
WF03 Series
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